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	This book does exactly what it says on the cover, giving in-depth guidance to intermediate BizTalk developers on how to pass the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 (70-595) exam. It's your essential aid to success.


	Overview

	
		This book will deliver all that you need to know to pass the 70-595 TS: Developing Business Process and Integration Solutions by Using Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 exam or the Microsoft Partner Network BizTalk Technical Competency Assessment for Application Integration (BizTalk Server 2013).
	
		Features a comprehensive set of test questions and answers that will prepare you for the actual tests.
	
		The layout and content of the book matches the structure of the exam closely, which maximizes your study time and helps you focus on learning areas where you need improvement.
	
		This second edition of the book is updated to target both BizTalk Server 2010 and BizTalk Server



	In Detail


	Microsoft BizTalk Server is an integration and connectivity server solution that enables organizations to easily connect disparate systems.


	Developing Business Process and Integration Solutions by Using Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 (70-595) is the certification exam for professionals who need to integrate multiple disparate systems, applications, and data, as well as automate business processes using BizTalk Server. The Microsoft Partner Network BizTalk Technical Competency Assessment for Application Integration is part of the requirements for individuals employed at partners seeking the Silver or Gold Application Integration competency.


	Microsoft BizTalk Server (70-595) Certification and Assessment Guide: Second Edition will show you how to prepare for and pass the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 (70-595) exam and become a Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) in Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010. This book will also help you if you are a Microsoft partner wanting to achieve the Silver or Gold Application Integration competency requirements.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Understand the core architecture of BizTalk, including publish/subscribe, context and content-based routing, receive and send ports, and other administrative artifacts
	
		Create rich and useful schemas with restrictions and reusable types
	
		Create maps and apply logic such as conditional mapping, looping, scripting and external assemblies, and other map and functoid logic
	
		Create orchestrations and work with messages, scopes, transactions, binding, correlation, and other shapes and processing logic
	
		Handle exceptions in messaging and orchestration scenarios and recover from them using catch, compensation, and failed message routing
	
		Perform administrative tasks such as installing, configuring, tuning, deploying, maintaining, and troubleshooting BizTalk Server 2010 groups and solutions
	
		Work with web services and WCF, expose and consume services, and apply custom configurations and behaviours
	
		Use the additional features in BizTalk, such as Business Rules Engine (BRE), EDI, RFID, and Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)
	
		Create and run BizTalk Server virtual machines in the Windows Azure infrastructure as a service environment
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The Complete Guide to Flipping PropertiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Fix and flip single-family houses for quick profit––and long-term prosperity
The Complete Guide to Flipping Properties offers proven, straightforward guidance for anyone interested in flipping properties for quick profits. This comprehensive guide to flipping will help any real estate investor design a detailed plan for achieving...
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PHP 5 for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Start programming PHP and make your Web site interactive
Discover arrays of variables, start writing scripts, and get object oriented     

The script calls for an interactive Web site – where do you start? Right here, with a fast and friendly way to get the hang of PHP 5 programming! You’ll also discover all the other cool...
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Mutiny and LeadershipOxford University Press, 2021

	Whenever leadership emerges within a group, there will be resistance to that leadership. Discontent may manifest in a number of ways, and action will always be determined by factors such as resource, numbers, time, space, and the legitimacy of the resistance. What, then, turns discontent into

	mutiny?

	

	Mutiny is often...
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Hadoop: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Get ready to unlock the power of your data. With the fourth edition of this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn how to build and maintain reliable, scalable, distributed systems with Apache Hadoop. This book is ideal for programmers looking to analyze datasets of any size, and for administrators who want to set up and run Hadoop...
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Adobe Premiere Pro CS5 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2010

	Those creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Premiere Pro CS5 choose Adobe Premiere Pro CS5 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press.

	

	The 22 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Premiere Pro...
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Learning Python (Help for Programmers)O'Reilly, 1999
This book provides a quick introduction to the Python programming language. Python is a popular object-oriented language used for both standalone programs and scripting applications in a variety of domains. It's free, portable, powerful, and remarkably easy to use. Whether you're new to programming or a professional developer, this...
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